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Since these first steps supramolecular chemistry has matured into a research field in its own right. A large number of concepts have been developed which increased the binding strengths due to preorganization and the chelate effect. These concepts have been successfully transferred to neutral and anionic hosts. Nowadays, multivalent interactions start to play a significant role for host-guest chemistry.
But supramolecular chemistry is much more than molecular recognition. Concepts such as templated synthesis, (hierarchical) self-assembly, and self-sorting have made supramolecular synthesis a powerful tool to construct large and complex chemical architecture from simple building blocks with an inherent program of well-designed binding sites. Based on these concepts, functional supramolecules were developed, among them molecular switches, logic gates, molecular containers, elevators, valves and springs, supramolecular catalysts and many more.
Fixing such functional supramolecules in a suitable way, for example on nanoparticles, at interfaces or in membranes can be a way to generate even novel materials with interesting macroscopic effects.
This exciting development has been accompanied by a development of new methods able to monitor the sometimes quite fast dynamics of supramolecular systems. With this, supramolecular chemistry has become fruitful also for other areas in chemistry.
It is a great pleasure to act as the editor of a thematic series on supramolecular chemistry and I would like to thank very much all contributors to this thematic series for their excellent contributions. The definitive version of this article is the electronic one which can be found at: doi:10.3762/bjoc.5.76
